Rebecca Michelle Sliter is this week’s student of the week. Rebecca joined the academy in the fall of 2008. She worked with Dr. Fenwick. She graduated from the academy in the spring of 2010. Rebecca is currently working towards a degree in computer science. Human – computer interaction, web development, and internet studies are her favorite subjects to study.

Rebecca is from Sammamish, WA. She attended East Lake High School and graduated in 2007. In her free time, Rebecca enjoys watching movies, reading, cooking, and baking. Her favorite movies are The Royal Tenenbaums and Annie Hall. She particularly likes reading historical fiction and some of her favorite books are *Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close* as well as *The History of Love*. Some of Rebecca’s favorite foods to cook are tacos, falafel, and dark chocolate. Rebecca is originally from Canada making her a huge hockey fan. Her favorite team is the Toronto Maple Leafs.

As a student in the academy, Rebecca’s most memorable moment was when she gave presentations with her group to the entire Academy of Science. When asked to provide a quote about her overall experience in the academy Rebecca stated, “The Academy of Science provides a great opportunity for incoming students to meet others in their classes while working on some really interesting projects!.” Upon completion of her computer science degree, Rebecca plans to find a job on the west coast. She is also applying to graduate schools to get a degree in human – computer interaction. Eventually she would like to work in the field of user experience.
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